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How do you hold on to hope when you’re being repeatedly wrenched between worlds? 
 
College student Bailey Jones is plucked from his world by a mysterious and unpredictable force known as the Rift, which appears to move 
people at random from one world to another. Stranded on an alien planet, he is relieved when he meets a fellow human, the self-styled 
Riftmaster, who is prepared to assist him. Although curious about his new companion’s real identity, Bailey hopes that, with years of experience 
of the Rift, this cosmic traveller can help him find a way to return to Earth. But first, as the two of them are ripped without warning from one 
hostile planet to another, Bailey must rely on the Riftmaster to show him how to survive. 
 
Riftmaster, an adventure, an exploration, is concerned with loss, and letting go, while still holding onto your humanity and identity, even when 
life seems hopeless. 
 

Visit bit.ly/Riftmaster 
 

 

Miles Nelson was born and raised in the distant north, in a quaint little city called Durham. 
He studied video game design at Teesside University, graduating in 2018. Since then, he has taken a step back from coding to work on his 

writing career, and has since led several masterclasses with New Writing North. 
He has been writing all his life, and although Riftmaster is technically his fourth novel, he likes to pretend the first three don’t exist. Whilst he 

is primarily a sci-fi writer who loves long journeys, strange worlds and all things space and stars, he has also had brief flings with the genres of 
fantasy and horror. 

He often writes stories highlighting the struggles faced by the LGBTQ+ community, and tries to include themes of empathy and inclusivity in 
all he does. Even then, though, Miles stands firm in the belief that this is not the defining element of his stories. And although he tries to 
represent his community as best he can, these themes are never the main focus; because he believes that (in most cases) a person shouldn’t be 
defined by their deviation from standard norms. 

Outside of scifi and fantasy, he has a deep-rooted fascination with natural history, and collects books told from unique perspectives (be they 
animal, alien, or mammoths from Mars). The older, the better; his oldest book is just about to turn 100! 

He currently lives in Durham City with his husband, Chris, who so far seems unworried by Miles’ rapidly growing collections. 
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